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Abstract 
The shzyt (bi-infinite) cellular automaton is a chaotic dynamical system according to all the 
definitions of deterministic chaos given for discrete time dynamical systems (e.g., those given by 
Devaney [6] and by mudsen [IO]). The main motivation to this fact is that the temporal evolution 
of the shift cellular automaton under finite description of the initial state is unpredictable. Even 
tough rigorously proved according to widely accepted formal definitions of chaos, the chaoticity 
of the shift cellular automaton remains quite co~t~~ntuitive and in some sense ~satisfa~to~. 
The space-time patterns generated by a shift cellular automaton do not correspond to those one 
expects from a chaotic process. 
In this paper we propose a new definition of strong topological chaos for discrete time dynam- 
ical systems which fulfills the informal intuition of chaotic behavior that everyone has in mind. 
We prove that under this new definition, the bi-inlinite shift is no more chaotic. Moreover, we 
put into relation the new definition of chaos and those given by Devaney and Knudsen. 
In the second part of this paper we focus our attention on the class of additive cellular 
automata (those based on additive local rules) and we prove that essential transformations [2] 
preserve the new definition of chaos given in the first part of this paper and many other aspects 
of their global qualitative dynamics. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Iutroduction 
Cellular automata (CA) are discrete time dynamical systems (DTDS). They consists 
of a regular lattice of cells. Each cell can take a finite number of values. The global 
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a) b) 
Fig. 1. A comparison between the evolutions of elementary rule 90 (a) and the shift map (b). As for rule 
90, we can see that if we choose an initial pattern of length k after about k!2 steps the pattern disappears. 
On the contrary the shift map moves the pattern to the left. In this case the initial condition can be easily 
recovered. 
state of the CA, specified by the content of all the cells at a given time, evolves in 
synchronous discrete time steps according to a local transition rule. 
Despite their apparent simplicity CA can simulate a great variety of natural phenom- 
ena; in particular, they are suitable to model chaotic processes. This fact makes deter- 
ministic chaos a central topic in CA theory. The (two-sided) shift map (see Section 2 
for its definition) is a simple example of one-~mensional CA. It is chaotic accord- 
ing to many widely accepted efinitions of deterministic haos (see e.g., [6, IO]). This 
theoretic argument contrasts the idea of chaotic behavior everyone has in mind. 
We propose a new definition of chaos based on the following intuition. The global 
discrete time dynamics of a one-dimensional CA is chaotic if, no matter which initial 
configuration s we choose, after a finite number of iterations we are not able to recover 
even a small piece of ~~~r~~tion about s. In other words, the system, iteration by 
iteration, destroys all the information contained in the initial configuration (Fig. la). 
The above mentioned property is not enough for labeling a dynamical system as 
chaotic. In fact, consider the constant dynamical system (X,F) defined as follows: 
Vx E X: F(x) = c, where c is a fixed state of X. F forgets every initial state x # c after 
one iteration, but it is not chaotic (c is a one step globally attracting equilibria state). 
To overcome this problem we refine our intuition as follows. We say that the dy- 
namics of a one-dimensional CA is chaotic if, no matter which finite portion of the 
initial configuration we empirically observe (for instance the block between two ar- 
bitrary sites i and j, with i<j), the system can reach after to iterations any other 
confi~ration (and not only any block between two fixed observed sites, say h and 
k) by a suitable configuration whose values are the same of the original one in the 
portion [i,j], and possibly different in a complementary egion (for instance, in the two 
portions [z’ - N, i) and (j,.j + N]). 
In other worlds, independently of what arbitrary portion of initial configuration we 
observe, the system after some time could be in any other possible confi~ration. This 
property implies that no piece of information about the initial state can be recovered 
if we look at any finite portion of the configuration after to iterations. 
According to this definition, the (one-dimensional, two-sided) shift CA is no more 
chaotic since if we keep track of a certain portion of the initial configuration, after 
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any finite number of iterations of the shift map we reach a configuration which still 
contains (not in the same place) that portion of info~ation unalterated (Fig. lb). 
In the second part of the paper we turn our attention to particular set of transforma- 
tions of the rule space: essential transformations. They have been introduced in [ 16,2]. 
Here we prove that, in the context of additive rules, they are very similar to metrical 
conjugacy in the sense that they preserve the most interesting dynamical properties uch 
as periodic points {although the period is not preserved), strong transitivity, ergodicity, 
sensitivity to initial conditions and expansivity. We stress that the chaotic behavior is 
preserved too. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions. In Section 3 
we briefly review the main definitions of chaotic systems given in the literature and we 
outline a new class of chaotic systems which can be considered as a proper subclass of 
Knudsen’s and Devaney’s chaotic systems. Ivforeover, we prove that strongly transitive 
CA are surjective but not injective and that the class of chaotic CA is not empty since 
it contains at least the family of leftmost and rightmost permutive CA. At the end 
of Section 3 we classify elementary CA from the point of view of chaotic behavior 
(according to the definition of Devaney and Knudsen). We also prove that in the case 
of CA the zero Haar measure [ 111 of the set of periodic points does not imply a chaotic 
behavior. In Sections 4 and 5 we review some known results on transformations of the 
CA rule space. In Section 5.1 we fully characterize the properties preserved by essential 
transformations when the rule space is restricted to endomorphisms of compact abelian 
groups over 22: and their essential transformed rules. 
2. One-dimensional cellular automata 
In this paper we deal with one-dimensional CA only. A one-dimensional CA is a 
triple (S,N,f), where S= {O,l,...,p-1) (p>2) is the set of states, N= 
{-r ,...) 0 ,... , r} is the ~eig~~o$~oo~ structure with rule racers r, and f : S*+’ -+ S is 
the local rule. For every fixed set of states S and every rule radius r the rule space is 
the set, denoted by W(S, r), of all the local rules f : S2r+1 --+ S. 
In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we will often use elementary CA. A one 
dimensional CA is elementary if S = (0, 1) and Y = 1. Let l%?d be the set of all 
elementary CA. Each elementary rule f : (0, 1}3 --+ (0, 1) is bijectively associated with 
the (0, I}-valued vector of 23 components: 
Each elementary rule f can be encoded with the integer number Rf whose base 2 rep- 
resentation is cf. This procedure can be easily extended to non elementary one dimen- 
sional CA, we can represent every rule f E W(S, r) by an S-valued vector (table) tf of 
P 2rf1 components. The global function of a given CA with local rule f is the mapping 
Gf : S” H S” associating to every two-sided S-valued sequence c : Z H S, i -+ c(i) the 
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two-sided S-valued sequence Gf(c) : Z F-+ 3, i --+ Gf(c)(i) defined as follows: 
Gf(c)(i) = f(c(i - r), . . . ,c(i), . . . , c(i + r)). 
As an example, the global function of the (two-sided) shift CA, denoted by (r, with 
radius r 2 1 and S as its set of states is defined Vc E S’, Vi E Z by a(c)(i) = c(i + 1). 
The collection S” of all two-sided S-valued sequences is the phase space of the 
discrete time dynamics generated by iterations of the global function Gf; the elements 
of S” are said to be con~g~ratjons. The mapping d: S” x S” + W defined by 
+cQ Wi), Y(Q) 
‘v’x,y~S~ d(x,y)= C 
i=-_oo ZWI 
(2.1) 
(where Vu, b E S, 6(a, b) = 1 if a # b, 0 otherwise) is a metric on the phase space 
S”, whose corresponding topology coincides with the product topology induced by the 
discrete topology of S. With this topology S” is a Cantor space, i.e., a compact, totally 
disconnected and perfect space. A sub-base of clopen (i.e., closed and open) sets for 
S” consists of all the cylinders of the form Cj[s] = {b E S” 1 b(i) = s} with i E Z and 
s E S. Then subsets obtained as finite intersection of elements of the sub-base form a 
base for a topology of S”; the open sets are set theoretic unions of elements of the 
base. Let us recall that the open balls centered on a configuration cE S” and with 
radius l/4”, where m is every non-negative integer, are the centered cylinders: 
~~,~~(~)=C_~[c(-m)...c(O)...c(m)] (2.2) 
i.e., a configuration bE SH belongs to the open ball Bt/,&c) iff b( -m) = c(-m), . . . , b(0) 
=c(O),..., b(m) = c(m). 
With respect o this topology every global function Gf generated by a CA local rule 
f is a continuous mapping. Hedlund [9, Theorem 3.41 proved that the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) F : S” cf S” is continuous and commutes with the shift map (i.e., F o c = c o F), 
(2) F : S” +-+ S” is a global function of a suitable CA local rule f, i.e., F = Gf. 
A CA is injective (surjective or open, respectively) if and only if its global function 
is injective (surjective or open, respectively). 
3. Topological chaos in DTDS 
In this section we want to discuss some different ways of interpreting topological 
chaos in discrete time dynamical systems (DTDS), as pairs (X, G) consisting of a 
phase (metric) space (X,d) and a (continuous) next state map G :X HX. The orbit 
of initial state x E X for these DTDS is the sequence yx : N HX defined by the rule: 
Vt E N’, yx(t) := G’(x) (where G’ :X I--+X is the t-times iterated transformation i duced 
by G). 
We first review the main topological definitions of dete~inisti~ chaos that are known 
in the literature, then we introduce and discuss a new one. 
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One of the best known definitions of chaos is the one introduced by Devaney [6]. 
He devises three main components, namely sensitivity to initial conditions (or briefly 
sensitivity), transitivity and regularity. To be precise. 
Definition 3.1. A DTDS is sensitive to initial conditions iff 
3s>O: kc~X,‘v”6>0,3~~X,3t^~ N : [d(x,y)<6 and d(y,(t^),yp(i))>E] 
The constant E, which is independent on the initial state x, can be considered as a 
constant characterizing the system and is called the sensitivity constant. 
Sensitive dependence to initial conditions is recognized as a central notion in chaos 
theory since it captures the feature that in chaotic systems small errors in experimental 
readings lead to large scale divergence, i.e., the system is unpredictable. The second 
ingredient of topological chaos is the so-called transitivity of the system. 
Definition 3.2. A DTDS (X, G) is transitive iff for every pair of nonempty open subsets 
U, V in X there exists an integer no 30 such that G”O( U) 0 V # 0. 
The following theorem gives some equivalent formulations of transitivity. 
Proposition 3.1. Let (X, G) be a DTDS. Then the following are equivalent. 
1. (X, G) is transitive. 
2. For every nonempty open set A, we have that 
(_j G”(A)=X. 
EErm 
3. For every pair of points x, y E X, for every pair of open balls centered in these 
points B(x),B( y), there exist z E B(x) and to E N such that G’o(z) E B(y). 
Transitivity implies indecomposability, that is, the phase space cannot be split into 
two non-empty, disjoint, positively invariant, and closed subsets. In the case of perfect 
(i.e., without isolated points) DTDS, a sufficient condition to prove that a system is 
transitive consists in finding at least an orbit which is dense in the phase space. This 
condition is also necessary in the case of a compact DTDS; therefore, we can state 
the following result. 
Proposition 3.2. In compact and perfect DTDS transitivity is equivalent o the exis- 
tence of a dense orbit, and in this case the next state map G is necessarily surjective. 
Finally, the regularity condition is formalized in the following way. 
Definition 3.3. A DTDS is regular iff the set of all its periodic points II is dense in 
the phase space. 
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In [l] Banks et al. proved that for infinite DTDS the above conditions are not 
independent; in fact in this case ~ansitivi~ and regularity imply sensitivity. Therefore, 
we can formalize the following definition. 
Definition 3.4. Devaney’s chaotic DTDS. 
A DTDS is Devuney chaotic iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) it is transitive; 
(2) it is regular; 
(3) it is sensitive to initial condition. 
An interesting class of Devaney chaotic systems is that of leftmost or rightmost 
permutive CA. 
~finition 3.5. A CA is ~er~uti~~ in the ith variable (-k < i <k) ifI for every sequence 
x-r ,..,g xi_r,Xi+i ,..., xrES*’ we have 
U (x- r, * * . ,~i-l,~i&+l, 3.. , xr): xj ES} =s. 
Definition 3.6. Leftmost (Righ~ost) permutive CA. 
Let f be a CA local rule. The CA is leftmost (~gh~ost) permutive iff there exists 
an integer i, -r<i<r such that 
0 i<O (i>O), 
l f is permutive in the ith variable, 
l f does not depend on xj, j<i (j>i). 
A ‘CA is in P&Z (&%?d) if it is leftmost (rightmost) permutive. Then 5%%%+’ 
= _PX& f’l %%&’ is the set of leftmost and rightmost permutive CA. Moreover let 
~WJZ! = { Gf ( 3n E N, GT = Id}. The following theorem gives a relation between left- 
most and/or rightmost permutive CA and chaos. 
Theorem 3.1 (Fagnani and Margara 171). F&zfU~%?%d are Deuaney chaotic. 
The main drawback of Definition 3.4 is that in any Devaney chaotic system the 
restriction to all periodic orbits is a sub-system which is Devaney chaotic too [lo]. 
This fact induced Knudsen to modify the definition of chaotic system as follows. 
Definition 3.7. Knudsen’s chaotic DTDS. 
A DTDS is Knudsen chaotic iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) it has a dense orbit; 
(2) it is sensible to initial conditions. 
Let D-chaos (resp. E;T-chaos) be the set of all Devaney (resp., Knudsen) chaotic 
DTDS. The two-sided (left and right) shifts are paradigmatic examples of both Devaney 
and Knudsen chaotic systems. In general, it is possible to exhibit examples of D- 
chaotic systems which are not K-chaotic, and viceversa K-chaotic systems which are 
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not D-chaotic. Recall that, in the case of compact and perfect phase spaces, a DTDS 
is transitive if and only if it has a dense orbit. Moreover in [5] it is proved that, as 
for CA, transitivity implies sensitivity to initial conditions. Therefore, the definition of 
Knudsen chaotic CA are characterized as follows: 
Proposition 3.3. In CA dynamics the following are true: 
1. A CA is Knudsen chaotic isf it has a dense orbit (transitivity). 
2. Any Devaney chaotic CA is Knudsen chaotic. 
Now, if we compare the space-time diagram of a _K%%?& and the one of a shift-like 
CA, we notice that they are completely different. Moreover the CA in the former class 
seem to fit much better the intuitive concept of chaos even from a “pictorial” point of 
view; as an example, compare diagrams of rule 170 and 150 in Fig. 4. A property that 
distinguishes the two classes is expansivity. 
We recall the following definition. 
Definition 3.8. A DTDS (X, G) is positively expansive iff 
3s > 0: Vx, y E X, with x # y, 3tu E N : d( G’O(x), G’“(y)) 3 E. 
Note that in perfect DTDS [for instance, those DTDS based on S” equipped with 
the metric 2.11 expansivity implies sensitivity to initial conditions. 
Definition 3.9. Expansively chaotic DTDS. 
A DTDS (X, G) is expansively chaotic iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. it has a dense orbit; 
2. it is positively expansive; 
3. it is perfect; 
4. it is regular. 
Theorem 3.2 (Cattaneo et al. [3]). _fZB%?& are expansively chaotic. 
The above Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 give sufficient conditions based on the finite in- 
formation furnished by the local CA rule and global chaotic dynamics of the induced 
DTDS. In the case of J%‘J&’ these finite informations about the local rule characterize 
the corresponding chaotic behaviour. 
Theorem 3.3 (Cattaneo et al. [3]). Let (S”,Gf) be the DTDS based on an elemen- 
tary CA local rule f E EV&‘. Then f &!ZB%d $7 Gf is expansively chaotic. 
In [S] it is proved that there are no expansive CA in dimension greater than 1. 
This means that if we use expansivity in defining chaotic phenomena in CA, then the 
definition is empty for d > 1; we have to search for less trivial properties. We suggest 
to use strong transitivity and mixing, properties which one-sided shift (i.e., left shift 
in which the phase space is S” and not S”) does not share with two-sided shift. 
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Definition 3.10. A DTDS is strongly transitive iff for every nonempty open set U and 
every point x E X there exists an integer n b 0 such that x E G”(U). 
Also strong transitivity can be characterized by some equivalent formulations ac- 
cording to the following result. 
Proposition 3.4. Let (X, G) be a DTDS. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. (X, G) is strongly transitive. 
2. For every nonempty open subset A of X we have that 
u G”(A)=X 
nEN 
3. For every pair of points x, y EX, for every open ball B(x) centered in x there exist 
to E N and z E B(x) such that G”(z) = y. 
In order to appreciate the difference between strong transitivity and transitivity, let 
us consider the DTDS (S”, Gf) based on the CA local rule f. 
If we apply condition 3 of Proposition 3.1 to a fixed configuration c E 5’” and ev- 
ery of its observed portions [-Z,+I] [characterized by the open ball B1,4/(~)], then 
for every configuration d E S” and every of its observed portions [-m, +m] [charac- 
terized by the open ball B1,4m(d)] there exists a configuration h ES” indistinguish- 
able from c inside the observed portion [-l,+Z] [i.e., h E B1,4~(~) or equivalently 
h(-Z)=c(-Z) ,..., h(O)=c(O) ,..., h(Z)=c(Z), see (2.2)], and a time to E N such that 
the iterated configuration h” := (Gf)fo(h) is indistinguishable from d inside the portion 
[-m, +m] [i.e., h’O E B1i4”(d) or equivalently hfo(-m) = d(-m), . . . , h’O(O) = d(O), . . . , h’o 
(m) =d(m), see (2.2)]. Note that this dynamical behavior does not prevent from re- 
covering in some other finite portion complementary to [-m, +m] informations about 
configuration c (as the two-sided shift dynamics shows). 
Differently, if we apply condition 3 of Proposition 3.4 to a fixed configuration c E S” 
and every of its observed portions [-I, +I], then for all configuration d E S” there ex- 
ists a configuration h E S” indistinguishable from c inside the observed portion [-2, +I] 
and a time to E N such that the iterated configuration h ro := (Gf)fo(h) is totally identical 
to d. 
We also remark that, in the case of additive CA, strong transitivity is a decidable 
property [ 121. 
Proposition 3.5. Let (X, G) be a DTDS. Then, strong transitivity implies that G is 
surjective. 
Proof. It is easy to prove that condition 2 of Proposition 3.4 can be equivalently 
restated in the form: for every nonempty open subset A of X 
c G”(A)=X 
n=l 
Applying this condition to the open set X, we get that G(X) = U,“=, G”(X) =X. 0 
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Theorem 3.4 proves that in the case of compact DTDS whose next state mapping 
is topologically open the orbits starting from an open subset cover the whole phase 
space in a finite time. 
Theorem 3.4. Let 9= (X,G) be a compact DTDS. If 9 is strongly transitive and 
G is topologically open Cfor instance, it is a homeomorphism), then for all nonempty 
open subset A of X there exists n E N such that 
ij G’(A)=X. 
i=O 
Proof. For all nonempty open sets A and for all i E N, G’(A) is open since G is 
topologically open. Moreover, since 9 is strongly transitive the set {G”(A): n E N} 
is an open cover of X. Since X is compact there exists a finite open cover of X, 
{G”‘(A),. . . , G”*(A)}. Let n= max{ni,... ,nk}, then the thesis is proved. Cl 
Definition 3.11. A DTDS is mixing iff for every pair of nonempty open sets U, V in X 
there exists an integer no 3 0 such that for all n 2 no: G”(U) n V # 0. 
Also in the case of mixing property we are able to give a local equivalent formula- 
tion. 
Proposition 3.6. Let (X, G) be a DTDS. Then, the folZo~ing are equiuaIent: 
1. {X, G) is mixing. 
2, For every pair of points x, y f X, for every pair of open balls centered in these 
points &x),&y), there exist to E N and a sequence {zk: k E N} C B(x) such that 
G’o+~(z~) E B(y). 
Example 3.1. Let S== {O,l,..., p - 1) (~22) b e equipped with the trivial metric 6, 
inducing the discrete topology. Let G :S ~5’ be defined as follows: ViE 
{ 0, 1, . _ . , p - 2}, G(i) = i + 1, and G(p - 1) = 0. Then, the DTDS (S, G), also called 
circular shift, is surjective, injective, expansive, strongly transitive, but not mixing. 
Example 3.2. Let [O,oo) be equipped with the standard metric d(x, y) = /x - yl. Let 
G : [0, oo) i--) [0, cc) be the continuous map defined Vx E [0, co) as G(x) = 2x. Then, the 
DTDS ([O,co),G) is surjective, injective, expansive, but not transitive. 
In this paper we propose the following new definitions of chaos for DTDS. 
Definition 3.12. Strongly transitive chaos. 
A DTDS is ST-chaotic iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. it is strongly transitive; 
2. it is regular; 
3. it is sensitive to initial conditions. 
De~ition 3.13. Mixing chaos. 
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A DTDS is M-chaotic iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. it is mixing; 
2. it is regular; 
3. it is sensitive to initial conditions. 
It is clear from these definitions that both ST and M chaotic DTDS are chaotic also 
in the sense of Devaney. 
Definition 3.14. Strong chaos. A DTDS is strongly chaotic iff the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
1. it is mixing; 
2. it is strongly transitive; 
3. it is regular; 
4. it is sensitive to initial conditions. 
The following theorem proves that all the above definitions of chaos are not empty. 
Theorem 3.5. Let rs be the two-sided shift over the alphabet S. Then o is mixing 
(and so, transitive), but not strongly transitive; in particular o is M-chaotic. 
Let as be the one-sided shift over the alphabet S. Then os is strongly transitive, 
mixing, regular, and also positively expansive; in particular as is strongly chaotic. 
Proof. The regularity and transitivity of two-sided shift are well known results (for 
instance, see [6]). Let us show that the two-sided shift cannot be strongly transitive. Let 
a, b E S be two distinct elements of S and let us consider the two constant bi-infinite 
sequencies xa,xb E S” defined Vi E Z: (x~)~ = a and (xb)i = b. Then for any open ball 
Bt,d”(.P) centered in x’, there is no configuration y E Br/dm(xa) and no t E N such that 
o’(y) =xb. 
Now, let us prove that the two-sided shift is mixing. Let x, y E S”, and let us consider 
the two generic open balls Bt,Jm(x) and Bi,b”(y). Then, there exists to = m + n + 1 and 
the sequence of configurations zk E S” defined for every k 2 0 as 
i 
xi, -m<i<m, 
(Zk)i = yi-m--n-l-k, m+k-l<idm+k+2n+l, 
a, otherwise 
(where a is any arbitrary letter of the alphabet ~2) such that Vk, zk E BI/~~(x) and 
@+k(Zk) E&/~“(Y). 
The regularity and positive expansiveness of one-sided shift are well known results 
(for instance, see [6]). Let us prove the property of strongly transitivity. Let x, y ES”, 
with x # y. Let us take any open ball B,(x) centered in x; then 3n E IV: b E B,(x) iff 
Xi = yj for all 0 <i <n. Let us now construct z ES’ as follows: 
Vi E N, Zi = xi7 
if O<i<n, 
yi-n, otherwise. 
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Then z E B,(x) and c$(z) = y. Finally, the mixing property of the one-sided shift can 
be proved with a slight modification of the analogous proof for the two-sided shift. 
As a consequence of the fact that strong transitivity and mixing are preserved by 
topological conjugation, we can state that also in CA dynamics the strong chaos is not 
empty. 
Theorem 3.6 (Nasu [13]). A CA is expansive ifs it is topologically conjugated 
a one-sided shift over a suitable alphabet S. As a consequence, expansive and 
particular JZ%?@& are strongly chaotic. 
Example 3.3 proves that strongly transitive CA are not necessarily expansive. 
to 
in 
Example 3.3. Let us consider the _5%%&2 elementary rule 90, defined for every 
(x_i,xo,xl) E {0,1}3 by the local rule f9o(x_1,xo,xl)=x_1 @xl. From Theorem 3.6 
we know that it is strongly chaotic (in particular, strongly transitive). Now, let us 
consider the next state global CA Gf = c? o G 90, whose local rule can be written in 
the following form: 
~(x-3,x-2,x-l,~0,~1,~2,x3) E{O, I}‘, f (~-3,~-2,~-l,~O,Xl,X2,~3) =x1 @x3. 
Let us notice that this is an additive CA Boolean local rule of radius 3, i.e., it 
can be expressed in the form f(x_3,~_2,~-1,xo,x1,~2,~3)= C?=_, aixl (mod2) with 
a_3=a_2=a_l=ao=az=O andai=as=l. 
Since G90 commutes with 0 we have that for all t E N, ($ = Gio o 02t = c2t o GG,. 
Then 
b’t E N, G;(A) = Gio (a2’(A)) 
Let us set B= 02’(A), we have that B is an open set as homeomorphic image of an 
open set, and so 
U G;(A)=t~~G~o(B)=IO,l)“. 
tEN 
Since A was arbitrarily chosen we conclude that Gf is strongly transitive, but it is not 
expansive (for the proof of this last statement, apply Theorem 3.2 of [12] to the present 
case of Gf characterized by the condition gcd(2, a-3, a-2, a-1) = gcd(2,0,0,0) # 1). 
Now we are going to prove that Gf has a dense set of periodic points. We know that 
G90, as _Y%?%&, is regular; moreover, from its additivity and surjectivity it follows that 
for every t both (Ggo)’ and 1 -(G~o)’ are additive and surjective. If x is a periodic point 
of G90 of period p, i.e., (G~o)~(x) =x, then it is a predecessor elatively to 1 - (G9s)P 
of the spatially periodic configuration 0 consisting of all zero, i.e., [ 1 - (G~o)~](x) = 0. 
Applying Lemma 4.4 of [4] we can conclude that (dynamical) periodic points of G90 
are also spatially periodic (that is to say they are periodic points of the two-sided shift 
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Fig. 2. Hierarchy of chaos in DTDS. 
map). Let x E (0, I}” be a periodic point of rule 90 of period p and spatial period t. 
Then 
G;‘(x) = (&’ o G;;) (x) = o+‘(x) = x. 
-- 
We may conclude that ITgo g IIf and hence Z&O =ITf = (0, l}“, that is Gf is regular. 
The previous example provides us a CA that is strongly chaotic but not expan- 
sive, and then [according to Theorem 3.61 not topologically conjugated to a one-sided 
shift, in particular it camrot be an _.%!%&M. Hence the new definition of chaos has a 
consistency of its own. 
Fig. 2 resumes the relations between the definitions of chaos considered in this paper. 
As final part of this section we recall the following result. 
Theorem 3.7 (Shirvani and Rogers 1151). All CA in +%%W U 6?&&‘d are (strang~y) 
mixing and hence ergodic. As consequence of ergodicity, p(n) =O, where ,u(Il) is 
the Haar measure of the set Il of all periodic points [l 11. 
Even if &III) = 0, nonetheless CA may have many periodic points; in fact, from a 
corollary of Theorem 3 in [14], a CA in d%‘s$ f~ (2%&I U 9Wd) has a dense set of 
periodic points (for the definition of the class d%‘& of additive CA see Section 5.1). 
4. Transformations of CA rule spaces 
Given a set X, a tra~format~on of X is any mapping r :X H X which is both in- 
jective and surjective. Transformations defined over finite sets are called permutations. 
Let Y(X) be the set of all the permutations of X and o the usual operation of function 
composition. One can easily verify that the pair (Y-(X),0) is a group (the symmetric 
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group of X) and that every subset of Y(X) closed with respect o o is a subgroup of 
P-(-G 0). 
In this paper we only consider permutations on a finite set X. Given a permutation 
r E F(X), an element x E X is moved by z if r(x) #x, otherwise the element is jixed 
or is a jixed point of r. Two permutations ri and r2 are disjoint if and only if the 
intersection between the set of elements moved by ~1 and the set of elements moved 
by r2 is empty. Two disjoint ~~sfo~ations commute with respect o o. Moreover, 
if the elements of a subgroup (S,o) of (S(X), ) o are pairwise disjoint then (53, o} is 
abelian. 
Let 23 C Y(X) be a subgroup, we define 89, the relation induced by S on X, as 
follows: 
Yx, y EX x9&r y * 3 r E 9 such that z(x) = y- 
It is easy to see that 92’~ is an equivalence relation on X. 
The concept of transformation can be specialized to the case of arbitrary (any radius 
and any finite set of states) CA rule space. 
Definition 4.1. Transformation of CA local rules. 
Let S be a finite set of states and r a local radius, then a transformation of the space 
of (S, r-)-CA local rules is a one-to-one transformation from $I’($ r) onto W(S,r). 
The set of all ~~sfo~ations of the CA rule space S?(S’,r) will be denoted by 
Y(.B(S, r)). Let h be a self-inverse permutation of S and JJ : &?(S, r) + .?%T(S, r) be such 
that Vf E W(S, r), b(f) = (h o f) : S2r+* -+S. We say that & is the transformation of 
the rule space induced by the self-inverse permutation h. Let Z be the set of all the 
transformations of the rule space induced by self-permutations of S. 
In particular we distin~ish the identical ~ansfo~ation hi : 9#(5’, r) + B(S, r)) where 
hi(S) = f, and the complement transformation h, : B(S, r) -+ 9(5’, r), where &(f)(x) 
=f(x) and V.SE& s=p - 1 -S. 
On the other hand, let 9 be the set of all permutations of S2r+1. For any permutation 
g of Pr+l, we may construct a transformation zg : B(S, r) -+ i&9, r) of the rule space 
%(5’, v) associating to the CA rule f : S2’+’ -+ S the CA rule r&f) = (fog) : SZrfl --) S. 
Definition 4.2. Double permutation of CA. 
A transformation of CA rule space W(S,r) is a double permutation if and only if 
it is the composition of two permutations g E 9 and h E GYP”“, associating to the rule f 
the new rule o(g, h)(f) := h(f o g). For instance, Table 1 contains a pe~utation g of 
{ 0, 1}3, the elementary rufe f G (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), and the co~esponding elementary 
rule obtained by applying the double permutation r(g,h,)(f) = h&f o g). 
A transformation r E Y(W(S, r)) preserves a property B if and only if every CA f 
that satisfies 9’ is such that t(S) satisfies B too. 
Table 1 
Example of double permutation of @?({O, l}, 1) 
x 9 f fog hdf 0 9) 
000 000 0 0 1 
001 010 0 1 0 
010 001 1 0 1 
011 011 0 0 1 
100 100 1 1 0 
101 110 1 0 1 
110 101 0 1 0 
111 ill 0 0 1 
5. Essential transformations 
Essential transformations have been introduced by Sutner [16]. In this section we 
briefly review some known result that will be useful later, the proofs can be found in 
[2]. In [2] it is proved that essential transformations preserve the complexity of the lan- 
guage associated with the CA. Moreover, they preserve properties such as surjectivity, 
injectivity and openness. 
Consider the following ~nsfo~ations of CA, for all f E B($r), let ri,re, 
~~,t, be defined as follows: 
V(&.,..*,JCO ,“.., Xr)ES2r+1, 
zi(f)(x-r9 9, .7x0,***sXr) = 
Zc(f)(X-y,...,XO,...,Xr) = 
Ze(f)(X-r,...,XO,...,X,) = 
Zce(f)(X-r,...,XO,...,X~) = 
f(x- r,...,XO,...,&), 
f(x- r,. . .,x0, * * * Jr), 
f(x_r )...) ~ )..., T), 
f(Z )...) x7; )..., x;). 
All the above transfo~ations are double permutations. It is easy to show that r, 
and z, are pairwise disjoint and that the class Fe = {ri, z,, xc, z,} is closed with respect 
to o. Therefore, the induced relation L%‘~ is an equivalence relation. 
Proposition 5.1 (Cattaneo et al. [2]). Let k = p 2r+’ then the number of classes of the 
equivalence relation S& is given by the following formula: 
pk+2.pS 
Is(a(sd”))/$$j = pk +:. pv 
if p is even, 
4 
otherwise. 
In what follows we prove theorems only for z,. In fact, in [2] z,, is proved to be 
an isomo~hism. Then if a topological or metrical property is preserved by zc and zce, 
it is preserved by r, o r, = r, too. 
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Fig. 3. Example of space-time patterns for the class of rule 89, starting from a configuration x (rules 89,154) 
and from X (rules 101,166). 
As stressed in [2] there is no “morphism” of dynamical systems from ri(f) to r,(f), 
for a given f E 9(&r). This is well underlined by the following example. 
Example 5.1 (Cattaneo et al. [2]). Consider the elementary rule 128. The trans- 
formed rule under r, has code 127. Suppose that there exist a H : (0, l}” --) (0, l}” 
such that H o Cl28 = G127 o H. Let us consider the quiescent configuration Q, then 
H(O) = G&W!)) 
that is H(Q) is a fixed point of Gi27. This is a contradiction because G127 has no fixed 
points. Hence the rules 128 and 127 are not topologically conjugate. 
Fig. 3 underlines the results in Example 5.1. Here the space-time patterns of rule 
89 and 154 are completely different. There are some special cases for which essential 
transformations preserve the global qualitative dynamics. This is the case of additive 
rules as we will see in the next section. 
Since essential transformations preserve surjectivity, by Theorem 5.1, we have that 
they also preserve the property of being measure preserving. This small remark will 
be useful in the next section. 
Theorem 5.1 (Shirvani and Rogers [15]). A CA is surjective if and only if it is mea- 
sure preserving. 
5.1. Additive CA 
A topological group (denoted additively) is a Hausdorff topological space 9 endowed 
with a group operation + : 9 x 9 + 29 and satisfying the following properties: 
(i) + is continuous; 
(ii) the map x + -x is continuous. 
It is easy to see that in the case of compact spaces (i) implies (ii). 
In this section we are interested in continuous endomorphisms of compact abelian 
groups. The set 9 = Zzk (with p prime) is a compact abelian group with respect to the 
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usual component-wise addition mod pk, denoted by @. Let Gf : 3 + 23 be a continuous 
endomorphism of 9. Then for each i E h there exists a finite subset Ui of E such that 
VcEE, ViEZ, Gf(C)i= @ cj. 
jEUi 
If Gf is the global function of a CA then Ui = {i - r, . . . , 0, . . . , i + r}, where r is the 
radius of the local rule, such CA are called additive. Let J&V&’ be the class of additive 
CA of fixed radius r. Sometimes it is useful to rewrite the local rule of an S%?_& in 
the following form f(x-,, . . . ,x,.) = @L_, aixi, where ai E Zrk. 
A complete topological group (recall that a compact metric space is always complete) 
has a left invariant measure if and only if it is locally compact [ 1 I]. Moreover, this 
measure is unique up to a positive multiplicative constant. If the group is compact then 
there exists a unique left invariant measure with total mass 1, called the Haar measure 
of the group. The two following theorems say that the Haar measure is preserved by 
surjective &V&’ and that non trivial #?Z& are ergodic. These two properties will be 
useful in the sequel. 
Theorem 5.2 (Mane [l 11). The Haar measure of a compact group is right invariant 
and invariant under continuous surjective homomorphisms. 
Theorem 5.3 (Shirvani and Rogers [14]). One dimensional additive CA dejined over 
alphabets of cardinality pk (p prime) are completely mixing (except for the power 
of the identity). 
Proposition 5.2. Let f E LS?(Z,,,, r) be an additive CA. For all x E Zi and for all t E N 
we have 
G:,cf,(x) = (2 c;c--I,) @ G;(x). 
Proof. Recall that the global rule of an additive CA is also a group endomorphism, 
i.e., Vx, y E Z$ G/(x @ y) = Gf(x) @ Gf(y). Let us prove the thesis by induction on 
tEN. Let t=l then 
vx E z;, %(f)(x) = Gfo(m - 1) @ $(x1. 
Suppose the thesis true for all n E N such that n <t - 1, then 
vx E s”, GZccf ,(x) = (K(f) 0 G:&>(x) 
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t-2 
@G;(m-I)@G;-l(x) 
i=l > 
t-l 
@G;(x) 
i=l > 
= (2 G;(“‘-l)) 63 G;(x). q 
Theorem 5.4. Let sf = {Z,, r,f) be an additive CA and h = a_, c8 - - . CD a,. If 
gcd(h,m) = 1 when I&(f) = Ilf. 
Proof. Let c be a periodic point of Gf of period I and assume that h = a-, @ . . . a, is 
such that gcd(h,m) = 1. From Proposition 5.2 it follows that 
t-1 t-1 
q(f)(c) = 2 q_ m-l)@G;(c)=c$$G~(m-1). 
i=O 
(5.1) 
Let X = {Q,l, . . . , m - l}. We now prove that Gfl~ is a permutation. It is enough to 
prove that Gf/x is surjective. Since gcd(h, m) = 1, the equation y = hx has a solution in 
J&. Therefore Gflx is surjective. Since Gfijv is a pe~u~tion, it can be decomposed 
into disjoint cycles, Let 1 <k <m be the length of the cycle confining the point m - 1. 
It is easy to see that G~~~~(c) = c. Therefore fif C Q(f). The reverse relation can be 
proved in a similar manner. q 
Corollary 5.1 is a trivial consequence of Theorem 5.4. 
Corollary 5.1. Let d = (Z$, r, f) be an d%._&’ with gcd(m,a_, @ . . . @ a,) = 1. If 
d is regular then z,.(s!) is regular. 
Proposition 5.3. Let szf = (Z:, r, f} b e an ergodic s&?sf, then z,(d) is ergodic. 
Proof. Suppose that Gf is ergodic then, by Theorem 1 in 1141, we have that tr, E N 
the map I - G;! is surjective, that is for all n E N and for all y E Zz there exists 
x E k$ such that (I - G;)(x) = y, and, since both I and Gf are additive we have 
x - G;(x) = y. Now we prove that Vn E N, (I - Gzccff)) is surjective. For all n E N, 
let K, = @yz: GT(m - 1). For any y E Z, z let y’ be such that y = y’ - K,,. Since 
(1 - Gj) is surjective there exists x’ such that x’ - Gy(x’) = y’. The following chain 
of inequalities proves that x’ is the pre-image of y under (I - G&,): 
(I - G&)(x’) =x’ - G;<cf,(x') =x’ - Kr, - G;(x') = y’ - K, = y. Cl 
As for &‘%‘.B?, ergodicity is equivalent to transitivi~ (see also [4]). Hence, by Propo- 
sition 5.3, the essential ~nsfo~ed of a transitive M&‘& is transitive. 
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Proposition 5.4 proves that given an additive CA d = (Z,,r,f), x,(d) shares the 
same metrical properties of 2~2. 
Proposition 5.4. For all x, y E Zi and for all t E N it holds that 
Proof. For all t E N we have 
where Vi E N, Ki = (Cl:: G,f(m - I))i E Z,. Equality (*I holds since Z, is a group 
(cancellation laws). 
Corollary 5.2. Q’ Gf is expansive (resp. sensitive, equicont~n~o~s) then G,,(f) is ex- 
pansive (resp. sensitive, equicontinaoas). 
Theorem 5.5. Let f E JxZ%‘~ be strongly transitive then z,(f) is strongly transitive 
too. 
Proof. Let f E dV&’ be strongly transitive. Therefore for all non-empty open sets d 
there exists a finite set of integers I = {it,. . , , ik} c Z such that 
u G&d) = 727;. 
iEI 
We have 
U Gfccf)(~) 2 !-I G&(d) = Ujcl G;(ti) @ G;(d) = z$ 
iEZ 
Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 are a straightforward consequence of the 
They prove that if we restrict to &‘V?&, essential transformations 
chaos definitions given in the first part of the paper, under weak 
Theorem 5.4). 
q 
previous results. 
preserve all the 
constraints (see 
Corollary 5.3. Let ~4 = (~~,r,~} be an &V6 with gcd(m,a_, @ . . . @ a,) = 1. Ij 
JZ+’ is (~evaney) chaotic then z,(s#) is (Bevaney) chaotic. 
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i= 10.5 T=Sl P = 85 
Fig. 4. Examples of space-time diagrams of some additive lWd and their essential conjugate rules. 
Coroliary 5.4. Let z2 = (Z$ , Y f) be an d@&. If zzf is Knudsen chaotic then z,(d) 
is Knudsen chaotic. 
Fig. 4 shows some examples of space-time diagrams generated by some s&Z&’ 
rule f and their essential transformed rules f = rJf>. The behavior of rule 204 and 
r,(204) = 51 is fixed point and period 2, respectively. As for rules 150 and 10.5 the 
space-time diagrams are much more complex. Theorem 3.1 tells us that rule 150 is 
Devaney chaotic and then, by Corollary 5.3, rule 105 is Devaney chaotic too. 
6. Conclusions 
We have reviewed some of the most popular defi~tions of chaos noting that they 
cannot discriminate the chaotic behavior of a two-sided shift from the one of one-sided 
shift. This latter kind of chaotic systems fit much better the intuitive concept of chaos 
even from a pictorial point of view (see, e.g., Figs. 3 and 4). There is thus a contrast 
between the theoretic and the intuitive (we could also say visual) concept of chaos. 
As a possible solution to this problem we propose a stronger definition of chaotic 
system. We define chaotic those DTDS that are both regular and strongly transitive. 
This definition is proved to be not empty since ~_E%?4kLae are chaotic. According to this 
new definition the two-sided shift map (and its topologically conjugate maps) is not 
chaotic. 
We have proved that determistic haos (according to the definition given in this 
paper) is an inva~ant if we restrict the rule space to additive CA and their essential 
transformed rules. Moreover, essential ~~sfo~ations preserve all the most important 
dynamical properties: periodic points (but the period is not preserved), regularity, sensi- 
tivity, expansivity. In this case, essential transformations behave similarly to topological 
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transformations. In fact, for this class of rules, we can draw the following diagram: 
where Gf is an additive rule, @Z = id and @t is defined as follows: 
QX E Z$ Vi E H, @(x)~ = -xi. 
(It is not difficult to prove that @i is a surjective isometry). Therefore the above di- 
agram can be interpreted as a generalization of the concept of topological conjugacy. 
The authors think that it is worthwhile to investigate which generalizations of topo- 
logical conjugacy preserve interesting dynamical properties and which are the sets of 
continuous actions to choose as @i and @z. 
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